
Bahraini doctors start hunger strike over arrests and
trials in military court
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Twelve medical professionals detained in Bahrain for the past
six months on charges of anti-state activities have begun a
hunger strike in protest over their continuing detention and trial
in a military court on charges that they believe have been
trumped up by a regime that sees them as dangerous political
opponents.
The health of many of the 12—nine doctors, one paramedic,
and two nurses—has deteriorated while they have been in jail,
and seven are now very weak and have had to receive
intravenous solutions since they stopped eating on 31 August.
Some are thought to be depressed but no longer taking treatment.
One is reportedly at risk of developing deep vein thrombosis
after being made to stand for two weeks, and one doctor had
had to undergo surgery for a shoulder injury.
The Bahrain Centre for Human Rights says that up to 200 Shiite
Bahrainis also detained for participating in protests against the
state’s Sunni rulers have followed the doctors’ example and
begun hunger strikes in recent days.
The health professionals are due to appear at a hearing scheduled
for Wednesday 7 September on charges of alleged
anti-government activities during the pro-democracy uprising
in Bahrain, which began in February and was crushed inMarch.
Many were working at the main Salmaniya Hospital at the time,
which authorities stormed, saying that it had became a
stronghold of the protest movement.
Originally 48 medical staff were detained on various charges,
including participating in illegal protests, stealing medical
equipment, operating unnecessarily on some patients, and
inciting sectarian hatred (BMJ 2011;342:d2928, doi:10.1136/
bmj.d2928). Local media branded them as “unsafe,” “criminals,”
and “traitors.”

A relative of one of them said in a statement this week that the
accusations are “completely untrue” and that the medical
personnel “have no political agenda” and are just being targeted
“because they treated protesters.”
Most of those originally detained have since been released,
although they still face charges (BMJ 2011;343:d4781, doi:10.
1136/bmj.d4781). Some of the 12 remaining prisoners face the
most serious allegations, including keeping weapons inside the
hospital, which they all deny.Many have described being beaten
in prison, forced to remain standing for long periods, and being
forced to make false confessions. Bahraini authorities say that
the prisoners have not been tortured.
After announcing earlier this year that the defendants would be
tried from September by a civilian court, the authorities moved
the trial of the most serious cases to a court with a military judge.
Human rights organisations say that this makes a fair trial
unlikely and are urging the authorities to release the defendants
or ensure that they are treated and tried according to international
standards.
Tension has been rising again recently in Bahrain because a
government call for dialogue has failed to convince the Shiite
majority that its Sunni rulers are serious about dealing with their
complaints of systematic discrimination. An international human
rights commission was appointed to investigate the violence
during protests, but it too has been criticised and its offices
attacked after it found no evidence of systematic torture of
detained protesters, which human rights groups say has been
widespread.
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